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Abstract

An important role in intercultural communication is played by ethnic stereotypes - stable ideas about the moral, mental, physical qualities inherent among representatives of various ethnic communities. An urgent task is the study of Tatar and Russian people stereotypes living in the same territory. The material for Tatar and Russian autostereotypes and heterostereotype description was the data collected as a result of a free-associative experiment among the students (17-25 years old) of higher educational institutions of Kazan in 2016-2017. The results of the study show that Russian linguistic consciousness in the Republic of Tatarstan has a higher level of tolerance towards the Tatar people. The “other” ethnic environment influences the structure and content of heterostereotypes in the first place due to the greater immersion in the culture and history of other people. The results of the work are intended to help in solving the problems of intercultural communication related to education and upbringing in a multi-ethnic environment.
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1. Introduction

International and international cultural interpenetration is a phenomenon little discussed in consumer behavior studies. In the next quarter century, it is also a phenomenon that is destined to develop dramatically. Two sweeping reforms, one under way, one in the offing, make it important for researchers of consumer behavior to pay special attention to it (Leskova, Muslimova, & Zyazin, 2018; Melikov & Skorodumova, 2019; Zhdanova, Gavritskov, Antonenko, Khripunov, & Mishukovskaya, 2019). The first shift is the accelerating pace of in-migration into the United States of new immigrant groups. The U.S. has seen a significant change in the inflow of other nationalities into the society over the last two decades. The key immigrant groups in the first half of the century came from communities that were not much different from those already here (Ciorabai, 2019; Johnson, Curtis, & Egan-Robertson, 2017; Oliver et al., 2020).

These include the 19th and early 20th centuries of the Irish and Italians, and the late 1930s and 1940s of the Central Europeans. Nevertheless, since the late 1960s, the United States has undergone a significant change in the roots of its refugees. The new immigrants are overwhelmingly concentrated in six major Asian cultures that vary greatly from what most Americans are familiar with. In the 1960s, 37 percent of all immigrants to the U.S. and Asians made up 13 percent of families and individuals from Western Europe. However, 11 percent of immigrants came from Western Europe in the period from 1981 to 1986 and 47 percent were Asian. The United States is also influenced by the internal development of another, very separate, Hispanic community. The Hispanic population grew at five times the rate of the

Hispanics currently make up one in every 14 Americans, a proportion that is projected to continue to rise until they become the country's dominant racial and ethnic minority. Blacks and Hispanics are expected to make up 37 percent of the population in 2080, together. The above-mentioned statistics underscore the effect of the cultural penetration of Asian and Hispanic cultures, since they are not spread equally throughout the world, but are concentrated in specific areas. 75 percent of Asians currently live in five states, including California, Hawaii, New York, Illinois, and Washington. Hispanics are even more focused: in only three states, California, New York and Texas, 60 per cent live. The removal of economic and social barriers between the European Common Market countries in 1992 and potentially within the Eastern Bloc, beginning in 1989, is the second major social change that will have a dramatic impact on future world cultural interpenetration. Permanent and temporary migration levels can be expected to increase significantly, as short-term culture sampling by intra-European holidays and exposure to other European media are likely to occur. It is also evident that misunderstanding of international culture is the key cause of most cultural disputes. All of this means that the fundamentals of intercultural communication, a science that helps educate a foreign individual, need to be studied. Among other related sciences, its position is not well known, despite a great interest in the problems of intercultural communication. Among other sciences, there is no traditional and universally acquired vocabulary, no conventional theoretical basis, no well-defined status of intercultural communication and its location. In 1954, in a book «Culture as Contact», written by Hall and Trager, the word 'intercultural communication' was coined in the school of cultural anthropology. For further study in the field of intercultural communication, the ideas formulated by Hall were of great importance. Intercultural contact has been the focus of many American studies since the 1960s (Acioly-Régnier, Koroleva, & Mikhaileva, 2014).

An interest in intercultural issues emerged in Europe later, in the 1970s, and intercultural contact was developed in the 1970s and 1980s. This was attributed to the integration processes leading to the establishment of the European Union and as a result, to the widespread growth of trade, tourism and the economy. Several research on the theory of intercultural communication concentrate mainly on the history of intercultural communication in the USA and Europe. This is due to the fact that since the mid-20th century, Western researchers have been involved in intercultural issues, while Russian science took over intercultural communication only after the fall of the USSR in the 1990s. It is no wonder that international studies are greatly affected by the Russian theory of intercultural communication. Also Soviet research, however has focused on cross-cultural interaction problems (Batkhina, 2020; Gladkova, 2017; Ismailov, Prudnikov, Tulentin, & Berzina, 2019; Kasatkin & Romanenko, 2019; Klyukanov & Leontovich, 2017).

In the context of globalization, interaction and interpenetration of cultures, the problems of intercultural communication are of particular relevance (Laopongharn & Sercombe, 2009; Yu, Weiler, & Ham, 2002). One of the most complex new sciences is intercultural communication. An efficient relationship with other cultures is becoming urgent in the context of globalization that has covered virtually all areas of our lives. At the same time, as many researchers have noted, conflicts and misunderstandings between individuals from different cultures are not associated with inadequate language knowledge, but with a lack of cultural knowledge (Anatolyevich Rubtsov, Minnhamatovich Biktimirov, Espinoza Hugo, & Viktorovich Rozhko, 2019; Chiknaverova, Gazizova, & Mingazova, 2019). Knowing the language gives an impression of understanding people of different cultures, but does not give an adequate understanding of foreign culture.

E. Sepir wrote: “The inner content of all languages is one and the same - intuitive knowledge of experience. Only their external form is diverse indefinitely” (Sepir, 1993). And this diversity of external form is a problem when learning a new language when communicating with the representatives of another culture.

Ethnic stereotypes play an important role in intercultural communication since the culture of each nation has the ideas about their ethnic group and about other ethnic groups (Mardanova, Karimullina, Karimullina, & Sarekenova, 2018).

The problem of ethnic stereotypes has attracted the attention of many linguists, psychologists, sociologists, ethnographers, etc. (Gilaizetdinova, Edikhanov, & Aminova, 2014; Soldatova, 1998; Ufimtseva, 2012). Ethnic stereotypes are considered as “a schematized image of an ethnic community representative, usually representing a simplified,
sometimes one-sided or inaccurate (distorted) knowledge of the psychological characteristics and behaviour of people of a different nationality” (Sibaeva, Salakhova, & Mukhamedova, 2017; Van den Berghe et al., 1996).

The source of an ethnos stereotype can be intercultural or interethnic contacts, during which the most typical characteristics of a people or culture are revealed (Dildora & Nigora, 2019; Omelaenko, 2019; Shanayev, Dzholdasbekova, & Tumanova, 2019).

Ethnic stereotypes are divided into autostereotypes and heterostereotypes. Autostereotypes are a complex of representations, judgments and assessments (usually positive) of an ethnos about itself (Goncharova & Khaleeva, 2019; Rustamov, 2020; Tameryan, Zheltukhina, Sidorova, & Shishkina, 2019; Zharikova, 2019). They are called to educate certain qualities from the desire to correspond to the ideal, the standard of the ethnos. Heterostereotypes (descriptions of other ethnic groups) can be both positive and negative (Vỳrost & Martonyik, 2018).

In intercultural communication, the stereotypes of “friends and foes” can lead to condemnation, rejection or idealization of representatives of another nation (Murzina, Safonova, & Chupryakova, 2016). Since “ethnic stereotypes affect ethnic sympathies, antipathies, national attitudes, determine the nature of interethnic interaction” (Ufimtseva, 2012), the study of the ethnic stereotypes of contacting peoples can help predict ethnic relations.

1.1. Research Objective

The objective of our study is to study the ethnic stereotypes of the Tatar and Russian peoples, who have been in constant contact in the Republic of Tatarstan for a long time.

Our study differs from existing works on this subject (Khanova & Stankevich, 2016; Gabdrakhmanova, Mukhametzyanova, & Shayakhmetova, 2016), with an extensive factual basis and the ability to compare autostereotypes and heterostereotypes regarding the same peoples.

2. Methodology

The work used such methods of linguistic analysis as generalization and systematization (Zagidulina, Kh, & Islamova, 2016), the analytical method, descriptive, comparative, statistical, associative experiment method, etc.

An effective way of linguistic consciousness study is recognized as the technique of free-associative experiment (Gabdrakhmanova et al., 2016). The responses of native speakers to the stimulus word form associative fields, on the basis of which it is possible to model certain fragments of linguistic consciousness.

The material for our study was the results of free-associative experiments conducted in 2015-2017 with 17-25-year-old students (700) of Kazan Federal University and other universities of Kazan who are the native speakers of the Tatar and Russian languages. The students of different specialties were interviewed; the gender feature is represented approximately equally. Among other stimulus words, they proposed the ethnonyms "Tatars", "Russians" and their correspondences in the Tatar language.

The experimental data allowed us to consider autostereotypes and heterostereotypes among young representatives of these ethnic groups living in the Republic of Tatarstan.

3. Results

As the results of associative experiments showed, the "руслар" stimulus word ("Russians") caused a fairly wide range of associations among the Tatar speakers: from 345 reactions to this stimulus, the number of different reactions was 122 (35.4%), quite a few same reactions - 93 (27%). The most frequent reactions to the word "татарлар" ("Tatars") (60 reactions): дүселер “friends” (41), кешеләр “people” (17), күрше ләр “neighbours” (17), безнең туғаннар “our relatives” (3), иптәшләр “comrades” (1); all this testifies to the good neighbourly relations of two peoples. Respondents perceive Russians as friends, neighbours with whom they communicate, and study; at the same time, their status as a great people is recognized (миләт “nation, nationality” (43), халык “people” (6), көч “strength” (2) with their own language (тел “language” 4), religion (чиркәү “church” 8, христианнар Christians” 2, Orthodoxy 1) culture (култүрасы “their culture” 1).
The contrast between friends and strangers is especially pronounced in a small number of individual reactions: ике донья - two worlds, икенче төрлөрөк - slightly different, чит - alien.

The characteristic features of the Russian ethnics are widely represented, and are mostly positive: эйбөт - “good, kind” 5, яшысы - “good, kind” 3, тату - “friendly, peaceful” 2, рорпүр - “proud” 1, young men 1, көчле - “strong” 1 кыю - “bold, courageous” 1, etc. Negative characteristics are mainly among single reactions: тәкәбәбер - “arrogant”, тәрыннәсәз - “ill-bred”, шаулы - “noisy”, эчәләр - “drink”, явыз - “evil”, илкөүәүәр - “lazy”.

Respondents feel the unity of the two peoples living in a large multinational country, which is manifested in the associations нәм татарлар - and Tatars 3, Рәсәй - Russia 8, бәзәт - ours 1, дүйәл - friendship 1. Single reactions, which are an echo of the historical events of the 16th century indicate some tension: бәсты - “captured”, илә бәзән иңәрә - “come to our land”, and колбасарлар - “invaders”.

The linguistic consciousness of the Tatar youth was not devoid of widespread stereotypes about Russians like матрыoshka 2, alcohol 1, аракы - “vodka” 1, балалаика 1, ао - “bear” 1.

In the course of experiments on the stimulus “Russian”, 398 reactions of the interviewed Russian students were obtained; the number of different reactions is 152 (38.2%), and the number of single reactions is 111 (27.9%).

Russians living in the Republic of Tatarstan are aware of their belonging to a certain community: people 24, nationality 15, nation 14, strength 13, power 4, traditions 9, Orthodox 1. They consider themselves endowed with the following positive characteristics: strong 9, best 5, good 3, sincere 2, handsome 2, the best 2, funny 1, good nature 1, friendly people 1, sincerity 1, open soul 1, simplicity of soul 1, with soul 1, clever 1. Emotionally expressive characteristics are widely represented: they don’t give up 45, good lads 4, forward 3, rule 1, this is force 1, never give up 1.

Negative characteristics have the frequency of use no higher than two: greedy 2, arrogant 2, sloven 2, stupid 1, rudeness 1, drunk 1.

The minds of the respondents have the opposition “friends - strangers”, which is reflected in the reactions "ours" 4, and a number of answers based on ethnonyms: Germans 3, foreigners 1, Ukrainians 1, not Russians 1.

Stereotypical reactions are widely represented: балалаика 2, dumplings 2, alcohol 1, vodka 1, bath 1, pancakes 1, loaf 1, bear 1.

Let's consider the reaction of Russian students to the “Tatars” word stimulus. Out of 399 reactions, the number of different reactions is 135 (33.8%), and individual reactions make 97 of cases (24.3%).

The response strategies of the Russians and Tatars surveyed are basically the same. As a rule, general characteristics, are in the foreground: nation 38, people 26, nationality 26, nation 18, Muslims 3.

The ideas of Russians living in the Republic of Tatarstan about Tatars are distinguished by a high level of tolerance: Tatars are friends 18, neighbours 11, good 4, brothers 3, strength 3, great people 1, fellow countrymen 1, relatives 1. They are kind 3, funny 2, handsome 2, good lads 2, hospitable 1, friendly 1, beautiful 1, working 1, neat 1. At the same time, according to the respondents, negative traits are also present in the Tatars: cunning 23, evil 7, dark 2, trick 3, evil 2, harmful 1.

There are single positive emotional, expressive reactions: forward 1, Tatars rule the world 1, cool 1, rule 1, also normal 1, respect 1, яшысы - “good” 1.

Respondents are well acquainted with the realities of the Tatar people life, which led to the emergence of widespread reactions: skullcap - “national headdress” 6, names of dishes of national cuisine - chakhchak 11, baurasak 1, бәлышә 1, oхшәмәкә 1, Sabantuy - “national holiday” 2.

“Ours” (1 answer) are opposed by “foreigners, distant” (1). Negative reactions are mostly single: not people, do not understand, hostility. However, it is necessary to mention separately the association with the Mongols (15 answers), which is related with the widespread stereotype of the Tatars as conquerors in the linguistic consciousness of Russians (Mongol-Tatar invasion).
The associations of Tatars with respect to themselves are characterized by great diversity: out of 350 reactions to the "татарлар" stimulus (Tatars), the Tatars have 147 different reactions (42%), while quite a few individual reactions make 108 of cases (30.9%).


The participants in the experiment draw a psychological portrait of their people: көчле - “strong” 19, горур - “proud” 4, батырлар - “heroes” 3, эйбәт, эйбәтләр - “good, kind” 3, күнәкчил - “hospitable” 2, тырыш - “diligent, persistent” 2, яхшы кешеләр - “good people” 2, башлы - “smart” 1, матурлар - “beautiful” 1, тыйнак - “modest” 1, уңганнар - “skillful, capable” 1, etc. A few negative qualities were also named: хайлыкәр - “cunning” 3, үсэл - “evil” 2, начар - “bad” 1, ялкау - “lazy” 1.

The opposition "friends - strangers" is represented in the answers like үзебезнекеләр - friends, чит - "strangers"; own, strangers, distant.

Numerous reactions of an emotional-expressive nature that express pride in your people are in focus: алга! - "forward!” 7, булдыра, булдыралар - “can” 7, киңләр - “go, will come” 3, без булдырабыз! - "We can!” 2, жәйләр - “they win” 1, көч! - "power! 1, молодецләр - “well done” 1, super good 1, текә милят - “cool nation” 1.

There were some realities that usually makeup heterostereotypes relative to the Tatars: чәй - “tea” 2, өзүн толымнар - “long braids” 1, Sabantuy “national holiday” 2, өчпочмак - “triangle, a dish of national cuisine” 1.

3.1. Discussion

The response strategies of the interviewed native speakers of the Russian and Tatar languages basically coincide.

The largest number of reactions is associated with the generalizing characteristics of Russians and Tatars as the representatives of ethnic groups with their own language, history, culture, and religion (people, nation, nationality, language, traditions, church, Christians, Muslims). The autostereotypes of both ethnic groups have one of the main reactions - strength: strength 13, strong 9, power four among Russians; көчле - “strong” 19, көч - “strength” 12 among the Tatars.

Associations calling the characteristic features of ethnic groups are distinguished by a wide variety, primarily positive, but negative characteristics are also present.

Autostereotypes, as a rule, are more diverse and detailed, however, in the case of the ethnic image of Russians, the differences are not so obvious, since young representatives of the Russian and Tatar peoples live in a single cultural and educational space and have the opportunity to study each other well and form their own opinions about others.

Russians consider the Tatars to be good, cheerful, hospitable, friendly, hardworking, but at the same time evil. The cunning of the Tatars seems to be a bright national feature for Russians. Tataрs have 147 different reactions (42%), while quite a few individual reactions exceed the negative assessments of Russians by Tatars: Tatars cunning 23, evil 7, dark 2, trick 3, evil 2; Russians: тәжәббер - “arrogant” 1, тәрбиа – “ill-bred” 1, шаулы - “noisy”, эчәләр - “drink” 1, etc.

It should be noted the almost complete absence of reactions describing the appearance of people in the studied autostereotypes and heterostereotypes. This fact coincides with the data by Hanova and Stankevich (2016). The only example is the association of өзүн толымнар - “long braids” in the Tatar autostereotype.
The heterostereotype of the Tatars represents their ethnic culture. This is mainly the names of various dishes of Tatar culinary and the name of the holiday Sabantuy. However, Tatar students gave a limited number of answers related to the rich culture of the Russian people (balalaïka, matryoshka).

A certain place is occupied by reactions in the form of a motto, a slogan in the structure of the examined autostereotypes. Russians - do not give up 45, forward 3, this is strength 1; Tatars: алга! - "forward!" 7, буддыра, буддыралар - “can” 7, без буддырабыз! - "We can!” 2, көч! - "power!" One and others. Без буддырабыз! - "We can!” - This is a kind of unofficial motto of Tatarstan, introduced into use by the first president of the republic M. Shaimiev.

The reactions with a negative connotation in heterostereotypes are interesting: басты - “captured”, килә безнең жиргә - "come to our land", юлбасарлар - “invaders”. 15 Russian students out of 399 associate Tatars with the Mongols.

However, in general, the respondents feel many years of friendly relations between two peoples living in the Republic of Tatarstan.

4. Conclusion

Ethnic stereotypes are a fragment of the world picture, a stable cultural and national idea of one or another ethnic group. They are assimilated when a person begins to associate himself with a certain ethnic group, a certain culture and becomes aware of himself as their element.

Our study confirmed the conclusion of a number of scientists that autostereotypes are always more positive than heterostereotypes (Khanova & Stankevich 2016). The number of frequency reactions with a positive connotation is greater in the studied autostereotypes as compared with heterostereotypes. At the same time, our respondents are quite self-critical.

In terms of reaction diversity, heterostereotypes are behind autostereotypes. This difference is especially noticeable in relation to the ideas about the Tatars (42% of different reactions among the Tatars and 33.8% of different reactions among the Russians).

In general, one can say about a certain number of coincidences of the image of Russians and Tatars in heterostereotypes and autostereotypes, especially in relation to Tatars. Thus, the autostereotype of Tatars as kind, hospitable and cunning is reflected in the reactions of Russian respondents; all respondents note the kindness of Russians. Usually, the researchers of ethnic stereotypes record significant discrepancies in such cases.

Emotional, expressive reactions in autostereotypes express the sense of patriotism, and pride. Interviewees are aware of their ethnic identity and distinguish among their own people and strangers; their answers reflect knowledge and ideas about other cultures. Russians living outside the Republic of Tatarstan usually imagine a more generalized image of the Tatars.

Despite the recorded differences in the content of the studied fragments of the world image, the Tatars and Russians are united by a common understanding of the basic vital concepts. This ensures peaceful coexistence on one territory of peoples that are aware of their cultural specificity and difference from others.

The study of associative experiment materials allows us to identify ethnic stereotypes of Tatars and Russians in the everyday linguistic consciousness of students of the Republic of Tatarstan.

In the modern world, the study of ethnic stereotypes is important for international communication. It is necessary to develop interethnic relations taking into account the peculiarities of perception by one people of another.

It is also necessary to note the importance of this kind of research to solve the problems associated with the study of foreign languages. Associative experiments make it possible to establish the most frequent associative-semantic relations of words, fix the most important paradigmatic and syntagmatic connections, reflecting the characteristics of national culture.
4.1. Contribution

The research materials contribute to the system of knowledge about ethnic groups, their linguistic consciousness, and are also the basis for further studies of the relationship between different peoples. Studying the content of ethnic images of Russians and Tatars can help determine the nature of interethnic communication.
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